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Abstract: Our concern in this study is viewing explanation as a dialogical interaction between many dialogical agents and the user. Those autonomous software components are designed to cooperatively collaborate with the end user, to provide him with the best explanation. Many tasks are thus achieved. Resulting system should be implemented through a qualitative simulation algorithm.
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INTRODUCTION

An agent should have the capability of explanation. That is, when applied in qualitative simulation, the capability to provide the user with some knowledge about the execution of a qualitative simulation algorithm.

Artificial intelligence has been used in simulation since the end of the seventies. Qualitative reasoning (De Kleer, 1977) and particularly qualitative simulation (Kuipers, 1984, 1986) were the principle demonstrations. Later, explanation, another field of artificial intelligence, was used in simulation (Forbus and Talkenhainer, 1990; Gauthier and Gruber, 1993; Gruber and Gauthier, 1993). We found that interesting and proposed to integrate an explanatory module to an environment of simulation (Belatar and Laraba, 1997) (Laraba, 1999). We then proposed to extend and adapt this module to an environment of qualitative simulation (Laraba and Sahnoun, 2002). In Laraba and Sahnoun (2004a), we focused on modeling it as a multi-agent system, appropriate to carry out its distributed tasks: explanatory agents are autonomous. They carry out many explanatory goals and interact for working together to complete the explanatory task. The Companion vision (Forbus and Hirrichs, 2004a) comforted our idea and in order to improve interaction with the human user, we proposed by (Laraba and Sahnoun, 2004b) to carry out explanatory dialogue between the system and human user using dialogical agents (Noriaea and Sierra, 1996; Sansoromet et al., 2002). Agent-agent communication was also described using KQML language (Labrou and Finin, 1997). In our current effort, we tempt to reinforce distribution inside our system. Some tasks are thus decomposed and new agents are designed to achieve new subtasks. The resulting explanatory system is tested on a well known example in qualitative simulation literature.

To our knowledge, our system represents the first attempt concerning this step of a qualitative simulation algorithm. Other research (Bredeweg, 2002) also perceived difficulties in communicating simulation results to human users.

Which explanatory approach is to be used for that purpose? What knowledge are necessary to produce satisfactory explanation? How are the explanatory knowledge represented? How is the explanatory module implemented? These are our concerns in this study.

RELATED WORK

Many of previous research focused on generating explanations of system behaviours from qualitative simulation of physical models (Forbus and Falkenhainer, 1990; Far, 1992; Ironi and Stefanelli, 1992; Salles et al., 1997). Some others pointed up the integration of available techniques in qualitative reasoning and intelligent tutoring systems to produce better explanation facilities (Bouwer and Bredeweg, 1999). Other efforts investigated designing explanatory dialogue based on a text planning framework (Moore, 1994), or natural language-based interaction (Carenini et al., 1994). In addition, several works addressed multi-agent interaction including coordination and collaboration in distributed multi-agent systems (Jennings, 1996; Jennings et al., 1998; Lesser, 1998), as well as individual human/agent collaboration needs (Meyers and Morly, 2001), or group interaction among humans and autonomous agents (Shroekenghost et al., 2002). More recently, a new kind of software was developed that could be effectively treated as a collaborator, being capable of high-bandwidth interaction with their human partners (Forbus and Hirrichs, 2004b).
CONCEPTS AND MECHANISMS

Qualitative simulation: Before discussing explanation principles, let’s introduce qualitative simulation. Its interests are multiple (Hatton, 1991):

- The parameters controlling a system change qualitatively even they are defined quantitatively
- Quantitative data are often lacking in problem solving
- The construction of complete quantitative models is not always possible

In the constraint and propagation approach, qualitative simulation proceeds using the propagation/prediction cycle. Propagation phase allows completion of current state qualitative description by constraint propagation.

Prediction phase determines the state to be inferred using transitions (P-transition from time t to time [t, t+1] and I-transition (from time [t, t+1] to time t) and external constraints. The result is a successive sequence of qualitative states defining possible behaviors of the system, as shown in Fig. 1.

In most of qualitative modeling and simulation packages, simulation process begins with a qualitative description of the behavior of the system and its initial state, using physical parameters and relationships between them. Each parameter is defined as a physical quantity expressed by a real and continuously differentiable function: \( f: [a, b] \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) and \( a \) and \( b \) being real numbers. To make qualitative modeling, simulation and design possible, attention was restricted, (Kuipers and Ramamoorthy, 2002), to what said reasonable functions, some continuously differentiable functions with additional constraints making qualitative reasoning possible. Simulation thus produces a description of the system behavior. Each behavior is a series of qualitative states through which the physical system may move over time. Qualitative states are unique descriptions of the physical system. Each state, \( QS(f, t) \), defined for a function \( f \) at an instant \( t \), is characterized by a landmark value \( qval \) and the sign of its derivative \( qdir \) as follows:

\[
\forall t \in [a, b] \quad QS(f, t) = (qval, qdir) \quad \text{with}
\]

\[
qval = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } f(t) = 1 \\
(l_{i+1}) & \text{if } f(t) \in [l_i, l_{i+1}) \\
l_i & \text{being a member of a totally ordered set} \\
\text{said quantity set.}
\end{cases}
\]

\[
qdir = \begin{cases} 
\text{inc} & \text{if } f'(t) > 0 \\
\text{std} & \text{if } f'(t) = 0 \\
\text{dec} & \text{if } f'(t) < 0
\end{cases}
\]

Transitions from one state to another are obtained by continuous changes in parameters, creating a behavior tree. We point here at the need of an explanatory module to justify each transition and possibly the absence of an expected behavior in the behavior tree.

We note, for instance, that the qualitative state \(<l_j, l_{j+1}, \text{inc}>\) is inferred according to p2 transition from the qualitative state \(<l_i, \text{std}>\) and is deriving on \(<l_{j+1}, \text{std}>\) qualitative state according to i2 transition.

**Explanation:** Let’s now discuss explanation. The founder work in this early but still flourishing artificial intelligence field was (Schank and Abelson, 1977). It was then followed by loads of research which almost agree that explanation is a reasoning task having its own knowledge.

Explanation is based on a contextual and cooperative approach.

Explanation targets a human user with his own knowledge, his habits and his doubts (Lemaire and Safar, 1991): that motivates cooperation. Explanations that did not consider the user (Brezillon, 1992), or considered him as novice (Brezillon and Karsenty, 1995), failed reaching their objectives. The final explanation generated, based on a dialogue between the system and the human user (Moore, 1994), results then of a progressive refinement of the first explanation produced, by considering new additional knowledge. That was provided by both of the explanatory module and the user, which have to interact in a common context. Context might be represented (Brezillon and Abuhakima, 1995). Explanatory knowledge, the dialogue, characteristics of the user, are its main components (Brezillon, 1995).

**Dialogical agents:** Dialogical agents are software components provided with the capability to interact with human users using natural language requests. They are composed of three parts:
The effective component: which supports the actual software and hardware processes
The mediator: considered as a middleware level, it has to represent the effective component for the user, to handle users requests using this representation, to control and command the effective component and to maintain the coherence of the representation
The interface: used to display the effective component changes to the user.

**VDL and VQL languages:** Agent Communication Languages (ACL) are, (Sansonnet et al., 2002), assumed not satisfying new needs in users/agent interaction. A complementary approach was then proposed consisting of a specific Agent Design and Query language. It would integrate in the same model:

- An Agent Design Language (ADL) dedicated to the representation of the structure and behavior of the agent
- An Agent Query Language (AQL) dedicated to introspection of the structure and behavior of the agent

That drove to VDL (View Design Language) language (Sabouret and Sansonnets, 2001; Sansonnets, 2001a) and VQL (View Query Language) language (Sansonnet, 2001b).

**OUR EXPLANATORY SYSTEM**

**Explanatory system analysis:** Two scenarios are identified when a user asks for an explanation: the system replies using either a satisfying explanation, or a non satisfying explanation. In this case, the user asks for another explanation. He then initiates a dialogue with the system. The interaction between the user and the system is represented using the use case notation of OOSE (Jacobson et al., 1992).

The interactions of the use cases are formalized using MSC diagrams. MSC stands for Message Sequence Charts (Grabowski et al., 1993; Rudolph et al., 1996). Obtained diagram is shown in Fig. 2.

**Explanatory system conceptualization:** At the end of simulation process, explanatory module intervenes to eventually justify any transition or absence of an expected behavior. When responding to a user, the explanatory module associates the question to an explanatory strategy in the explanatory knowledge base. A first explanation is then generated which may not satisfy the user. A dialogue can then take place between the explanatory module and the user. Each actor must consider new knowledge acquired by the other. The process is stopped when explanation provided by explanatory module is finally accepted by the user or terminates.

Figure 3 shows this running principle

An explanatory method for qualitative simulation may have two goals:

- To justify any state transition in the behavior tree
- To justify why an expected behavior is missing.

Therefore, when receiving a question from the user, explanatory module will analyze it to determine what explanatory strategy is to be performed, according to the user request, that either:

- Asking to justify any transition (such a question will begin by why... or how...)
- Asking to understand why a behavior he expected is not in the behavior tree (such a question is thus beginning with why not...).
It then initiates a dialogue with the user to provide him with a satisfactory explanation. Final explanatory text will then be constructed and generated.

Many tasks are thus performed and the explanatory reasoning conceptual model is represented as shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4 shows the tasks performed by the explanatory module to provide final explanatory text. Analque task analyses user question. Why-How task is performed to answer why or how questions. In the other hand, Why not task answers why not questions. Conexp task constructs intermediate explanatory texts and Genexp task generates final explanatory text to be provided to the user.

These tasks are now described by giving each task its name, a short text presenting it, input and output ingredients, structure, control and frequency of use.

- Analque task: analyses user request for determining whether it is a why not question, a why question, or a how question
  Input: User question
  Output: Question goal
  Control: If question starts with why not
  Then Why-not task
  Else Why-how task
  Frequency of application: Regular

This task is performed by Anque Agent.

- Why-not task: Answers why not user questions
  Input: Analque task output when identifying a why not question
  Output: Resulting response
  Frequency of application: Low

This task is divided into two subtasks: Why-not-key subtask, which is concerned with identifying user question keywords and Why-not-know subtask, which is concerned with retrieving knowledge relating to keywords identified. Why-not-key subtask is performed by Whot-key agent and Why-not-know subtask is performed by Whot-know agent.

- Why-how task: Answers why and how user questions
  Input: Analque task output when identifying a why or how question
  Output: Resulting response
  Frequency of application: High

This task is divided into two subtasks: Why-how-key subtask, which is concerned with identifying user question keywords and Why-how-know subtask, which is concerned with retrieving knowledge relating to keywords identified. Why-how-key subtask is performed by Why-key agent and Why-how-know subtask is performed by Whow-know agent.

- Conexp task: Constructs intermediate explanatory text
  Input: Why-how task output
  Output: Intermediate explanatory text
  Frequency of application: Regular

This task is performed by Conex agent.

- Genexp task: Generates ultimate explanatory text
  Input: Conexp task output when satisfying user
  Output: Final explanatory text
  Frequency of application: High

This task is performed by Genex agent.

Agent modeling
Agent identification: As a Hive agent (Minar et al., 1999), an explanatory agent in our explanatory module is more than a distributed object with an execution thread. To perform the five tasks identified above, many agents are identified:

- An analyse-question agent: Analque
  Name: Analque
  Type: Reactive
  Role: Detecting user’s question type
  Goals: Rooting user’s question to Whow-key or Whot-key agents
  Reasoning capabilities: when receiving user’s question, it determines its type according to its starting word

That is the first dialogical agent.
• A Why-How agent: Whow-key

Name: Whow-key
Type: Reactive
Role: Answering why or how user’s questions
Goals: Preparing explanation construct
Reasoning capabilities: Identifying user question keywords

• A Why-Not agent: Whot-key

Name: Whot-key
Type: Reactive
Role: Answering why not user’s questions
Goals: Preparing explanation construct
Reasoning capabilities: Identifying user question keywords

• A Why-Not agent: Whot-know

Name: Whot-know
Type: Reactive
Role: Answering why not user’s questions
Goals: Preparing explanation construct
Reasoning capabilities: Retrieving all knowledge necessary to explanation construct

• A Construct-Explanation agent: Conex

Name: Conex
Type: Reactive
Role: Constructs preliminary explanation
Goals: Giving user a minimal explanation answering his question
Reasoning capabilities: Constructs explanation using knowledge retrieved by Whow-know or Whot-know agents

Preliminary explanation elaborated may not satisfy human user. Conex agent has to collaborate with him to produce the best explanation. Therefore, Conex agent is the second dialogue agent.

• A Generate-Explanation agent: Genex

Name: Genex
Type: Reactive
Role: Generates final text explanation
Goals: Providing the user with the best explanation in its best form
Reasoning capabilities: Generates the ultimate explanation

Ultimate explanation obtained is to be communicated to human user by Genex agent, the third dialogue agent.

**Dialogue agents’ architecture:** Anque, Conex and Genex dialogue agents are composed of three entities, the effective component, the mediator and the interface, according to general architecture of dialogue agent as described in subsection 3.3. They are described using VDL language.

The user interacts with the effective component by sending requests to the mediator, expressed in natural language, or VQL language, as associated ACL language to VDL language. To avoid the important difficulty of developing natural processing tools, the approach described by (Rich and Sidner, 1997), might be used.

The mediator has the charge of sending actual commands to effective component. Resulting runtime of the dialogue agent is re-displayed to the user through the interface.

**Communication between agents:** Diverse agents in our system must work together to accomplish the explanatory task of the whole system. They have thus to communicate with each other.

**Prototypical scenarios:** We first describe the prototypical scenarios of agent/agent interaction using MSC notation. Conversation at this stage is considered consisting of just one single interaction and the probable answer. The diagram (Fig. 5) is obtained:

**Interchanged messages representation:** We then represent the interchanged messages between agents, called events, using an event flow diagram, which collects the relationships between agents via services. The Fig. 6 shows the following diagram.

**Interchanged knowledge modeling:** We then model knowledge interchanged in each interaction. Some of them are shown in event flow diagram (Fig. 6) between square brackets.
Agent Whow replies with the following performative, known as id01:

(ready
    :sender Whow
    :receiver Anque
    :in-reply-to id00
    :reply-with id01)

- describing interaction between Whow and Conex agents

Agent Whow sends this performative, identified by id2, to agent Conex:

(standby
    :sender Whow
    :receiver Conex
    :reply-with id03
    :language KQML
    :ontology KQML ontology
    :content (ask-one
      :sender Conex
      :receiver Whow
      :in-reply-to not used
      :reply-with not used
      :language KQML
      :ontology KQML ontology
      :content (final explanation)))

Therefore agent Genex replies with the following performative, known as id03:

(ready
    :sender Genex
    :receiver Conex
    :in-reply-to id02
    :reply-with id03)

- Describing interaction between Anque and Whow agents

Agent Anque sends this performative, identified by id00, to agent Whow:

(standby
    :sender Anque
    :receiver Whow
    :reply-with id01
    :language internal form
    :ontology internal form ontology
    :content (ask-one
      :sender Anque
      :receiver Whow
      :in-reply-to not used
      :reply-with not used
      :language internal form
      :ontology internal form ontology
      :content user question))

- Describing interaction between Conex and Genex agents

Agent Conex sends this performative, identified by id04, to agent Genex:

(standby
    :sender Conex
    :receiver Genex
    :reply-with id05
    :language KQML
    :ontology KQML ontology
    :content (ask-one
      :sender Conex
      :receiver Genex
      :in-reply-to not used
      :reply-with not used
      :language KQML
      :ontology KQML ontology
      :content (final explanation))
Therefore agent Genex replies with the following performative, known as id05:

{(ready
 :sender Genex
 :receiver Conex
 :in-reply-to id04
 reply-with id05)

Explanatory knowledge modeling: Explanatory knowledge may be of different types:

- Explanatory strategies that represent methods of implementation resolution during the construction of the explanation,
- Explanatory principles that represent heuristic knowledge that contribute to the improvement of the explanation proposed by explanatory strategies,
- Knowledge of the simulation area those are useful to the explanation,
- Knowledge elaborated during the explanatory reasoning such as explanatory reasoning trace and the historical of the dialogue between the explanatory module and the user,
- Cooperative knowledge that allows considering specificities of both explanatory module and the user,
- Control knowledge composed of constraints and evaluating knowledge serving to choose between different explanatory strategies or different explanatory principles.
- Linguistic knowledge necessary for the generation of the explanatory text.

These different types may be regrouped in many classes according to their roles in elaborating the explanatory discourse. We can then distinguish:

- Contextual knowledge which improve other classes knowledge efficiency even though not directly involved in explanation elaboration. These are knowledge elaborated during explanatory reasoning
- Constructive knowledge which participate actively in the explanation building by using contextual knowledge. This class includes explanatory strategies, explanatory principles and control knowledge
- Generative knowledge that generates constructed explanatory text. This class includes linguistic knowledge and the content of the first explanatory text
- Contextualized knowledge that participated prior to the explanation elaborating process. These are object reasoning trace and knowledge of simulation area
- Cooperative knowledge

Fig. 7: Explanatory knowledge model

Fig. 8: Conceptual graph corresponding to P1

Fig. 9: Conceptual graph corresponding to P2

Fig. 10: Conceptual graph corresponding to P3

According to these classes, a three layers conceptual model may be built and is shown in Fig. 7.

The model is shown in Fig. 7 is based on the three layers model of the KADS (Knowledge Acquisition Design Structure) design methodology, developed at Amsterdam University (Wielinga, 1992). Its three layers are:

- Constructive Explanatory Conceptual Model (CECM): that models constructive knowledge
- Domain Explanatory Conceptual Model (DECM): that models generative and contextualized knowledge
- Cooperative and Contextual Explanatory Conceptual model: that models contextual and cooperative knowledge.

Representation of an explanatory text: An interesting form of text representation is presented by Bourcier et al. (1994). We naturally propose to adapt it for representing our explanatory text. This may be divided into many propositions linked by argumentative relations. This may be illustrated by the example below, where the lack of any behavior in the behavior tree may be justified as: that
Agent-Analyse

**Poser une question qui se termine par ?:**

qu'est ce qu'une vitesse?

**OK**  **Cancel**

Agent-Construire

**La réponse est :**

c'est la distance parcourue pendant un certain temps.

- [ ] Voulez-vous une explication ?
- [x] Voulez-vous poser une autre question ?

**OK**  **Cancel**

Agent-Generator

**L'explication :**

On dit qu'une voiture roule à 150 km/h c'est sa vitesse.
behavior doesn’t appear in the behavior tree, despite that 1-transition’s prediction, because qdir’s variation corresponding to the derivative sign variation has not been executed correctly. This explanatory text is divided into three propositions:

P1: That behavior doesn’t appear in the behavior tree (Fig. 8).
P2: That transition anticipated it (Fig. 9).
P3: Qdir variation corresponding to the derivative sign hasn’t been executed correctly (Fig. 10)

These propositions are then related by argumentative links in spite of and For.

SOWA conceptual graphs (Sowa, 1984) are well adapted to this kind of propositions. Those are bipartite graphs. Concepts and conceptual links are their two kinds of nodes.

The three propositions above may then be represented as follows:

**Current status:** A first attempt for implementing our explanatory system has been achieved for a well known example in qualitative reasoning literature: throwing a ball in the air (Kuijpers, 1986). Agents have been written using JAVA. A part of the original execution process is shown below:

In the first window, user asks the system to define a speed. Before that, he was invited to ask a question ending by ? The second window illustrates the system answer. In the third one, the system gives an explanation, which satisfies the user, who then chooses to leave.

**DISCUSSION**

We presented multiple interests of qualitative simulation and proposed to improve a qualitative simulation algorithm with explanation.

Explanation, viewed as a problem solving process, was then described at a high level of abstraction leading to a best characterization of the explanatory module behavior.

A three layers explanatory knowledge conceptual model has been constructed. Different explanatory knowledge types were identified. These were: explanatory strategies, explanatory principles, knowledge of the simulation area, knowledge elaborated during the explanatory reasoning, cooperative knowledge, control knowledge and linguistic knowledge.

An explanatory reasoning conceptual model was also built. It consisted of many cooperative explanatory tasks.

These were: Analyzing Question task, constructing explanation task, generating explanation task, Why-not-key task, why-not-know task, Why-how-key task and Why-how-know task.

Many agents were designed to achieve these tasks. Dialogical agents receive user questions and provide corresponding explanatory text, which have been cooperatively elaborated by other agents. Agent/agent communication has been described using KQML language.

A first attempt for implementing our explanatory system has been achieved using JAVA language, for a well known example in qualitative reasoning literature. In a future work, dialogical agents and their interaction with human user would be implemented using VDL and VQL languages.
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